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Abstract: Fuel economy efficiency is one of the most important parameters for vehicle 

powertrains, which is of particular interest for heavy-duty powertrain calibration. 

Conventionally, this work relies heavily on road tests, which cost more and may lead to 

long duration product development cycles. The paper proposes a novel hardware-in-loop 

modeling and calibration method to work it out. A dSPACE hardware-based test bench was 

successfully established and validated, which is valuable for a more efficient and easier shift 

schedule in calibration. Meanwhile, a real-time dynamic powertrain model, including a 

diesel engine, torque converter, gear box and driver model was built. Typical driving cycles 

that both velocity and slope information were constructed for different road conditions.  

A basic economic shift schedule was initially calculated and then optimal calibrated by the 

test bench. The results show that there is an optimal relationship between an economic shift 

schedule and speed regulation. By matching the best economic shift schedule regulation to 

different road conditions; the fuel economy of vehicles can be improved. In a smooth 

driving cycle; when the powertrain applies a larger speed regulation such as 12% and the 

corresponding shift schedule; the fuel consumption is smaller and is reduced by 13%. In a 

complex driving cycle, when the powertrain applies a smaller speed regulation such as 5% 

along with the corresponding shift schedule; the fuel consumption is smaller and is reduced 

by 5%. The method thus can provide guidance for economic calibration experiments of 

off-road heavy-duty vehicles. 
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1. Introduction 

Vehicles with good fuel economy can reduce the operating cost of vehicles, reduce a country’s 

dependence on importing oil, save oil resources and reduce engine emissions [1]. The standard methods 

of measuring fuel economy are the constant velocity fuel consumption test and driving cycle fuel 

consumption test [2]. The first method measures a vehicle’s fuel consumption when the vehicle runs  

100 km in the highest gear on a good road and under a certain load. However, the constant velocity 

driving cycle cannot comprehensively reflect the actual operation of the vehicle. Based on tracking, 

measurements and statistics of actual vehicles, many countries have established some typical driving 

cycles to simulate the real vehicle running status [3]. The most popular driving cycles are the American 

driving cycle, European driving cycle and Japanese driving cycle. Among them FTP (Federal Test 

Program) of America and ECE (Economic Commission for Europe) of Europe are used more widely [4]. 

In the American FTP75, vehicles run 2475 s. The highest velocity is 91.2 km/h and average velocity 

is 31.4 km/h. In order to revise FTP, researchers have developed many driving cycles to reflect more 

realistic traffic conditions, and the main achievements were some supplementary versions of the FTP. 

The FTP has been applied to vehicle emission tests of production vehicles since 2001 and the highway 

cycle is applied to vehicles running on the highway [5]. 

Europe is applying the ECE + European Urban Driving Cycle (EUDC) at present. The ECE + EUDC 

can be divided into two parts. The first part is a traditional urban driving cycle which consists of 15 driving 

modes. In the driving cycle, vehicles are tested for 780 s and its distance is 4.052 km and average 

velocity is 18.7 km/h. The second part is a suburban driving cycle that reflects suburban vehicle driving 

conditions. In this driving cycle, vehicles are tested for 400 s and the distance is 6.955 km. The highest 

velocity is 120 km/h and the average velocity is 62.6 km/h. To develop new power vehicles, European 

researchers have studied many driving cycles, the most famous work of which is Modem-hyzem [6]. 

Before 1991 Japan applied the Japan 10 test, which reflects vehicle driving conditions in city center 

areas. Japan 11 reflects vehicle driving conditions from suburban to urban or in the suburban area.  

By modifying Japan 10, Japan established Japan10–15 due to the changes to the urban structure and 

traffic flow. In the driving cycle, vehicles are tested for 460 s, the highest velocity is 70 km/h and the 

average velocity is 22.7 km/h [7]. 

Divided according to the different experimental places used, methods of measuring the vehicle fuel 

economy can be road tests and bench tests, both of which have shortcomings of high test costs and long 

test periods, etc. Besides, the results may not be accurate because the bench test method cannot simulate 

rolling resistance, air resistance and inertia resistance accurately. Meanwhile, as discussed by Sun [8],  

an optimal relationship between economic shift schedule and speed regulation exists for the best 

economic performances, which tends to be a new spotlight in this field of study. For these reasons,  

this paper puts forward a new method of virtual calibration of an economic shift schedule for heavy-duty 

vehicle powertrains based on a typical driving cycle and applies hardware-in-the-loop simulation. 
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By bringing the mathematical optimization theory into the parameter calibration of the engine 

electronic control system, it guarantees the engine achieves the highest efficiency while satisfying 

certain constraints. This method which uses experimental data to fit the model and carry out parameter 

optimization is also based on the model calibration technology [9]. 

As the electronic control units (ECU) in vehicles become more complex, the calibration 

requirements are also increasing, and the development of automatic test technique provides new space 

for development of the calibration techniques. Automated tests can significantly reduce the test time and 

can acquire many test points, allowing engineers to get a clear image to understand the characteristics of 

the engine [10]. The leading companies in the automatic calibration field are AVL in Austria and 

SCHENCK in Germany. For the automatic calibration system, the AVL uses the software CAMEO as 

its kernel and the SCHENCK equipment uses the software VEGA as the kernel, both of which are 

based on the Association for Standardization of Automation and Measuring Systems (ASAM) platform. 

In recent years, many researchers have used AVL CAMEO to run intelligent engine calibration to 

minimize the testing effort on the basis of the Design of Experiment approach [11–13]. Meanwhile,  

in this paper the dSPACE system is chosen as the virtual calibration platform. Compared with other 

calibration systems, it is easier to operate and has greater functionality. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Virtual Calibration Platform 

The dSPACE system is a development and testing platform based on a MATLAB/Simulink control 

system. It can connect seamlessly with MATLAB/Simulink. The dSPACE real-time system has a 

hardware system of high speed calculation ability (including CPU, I/O, etc.), so as to generate or 

download real-time code conveniently and has a software environment for experiments and debugging 

as discussed by Li [14]. This paper applies the hardware-in-the-loop simulation platform based on the 

Autobox-dSPACE. The platform provides a real-time environment for testing powertrain software and 

hardware systems which can simulate vehicle driving conditions more accurately. By using the 

platform, the virtual calibration of an economic shift schedule is studied under the varied conditions of 

different speed regulation regimes. 

The virtual calibration platform hardware consists of four parts: the virtual calibration system based 

on LabVIEW software (Version 8.0), the real-time data acquisition system based on a CAN bus,  

the powertrain control unit and the real-time dynamic model of powertrain based on the dSPACE/Autobox 

toolbox. The structure of the virtual calibration platform is shown in Figure 1. 

The virtual calibration system is a system based on LabVIEW software and transfers data via a RS232 

serial port communication protocol. In order to calibrate some control parameters, the system has the 

ability of writing the underlying software code and transferring the parameters to the upper computer 

interface as shown in Figure 2. 

The data acquisition system is a based on LabVIEW software and transfers data with the J1939 

communication protocol. The system can communicate real-time data with the powertrain control unit 

and also can record the data. 
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Figure 1. Virtual calibration platform.  

 

Figure 2. The calibration interface based on LabVIEW.  

The powertrain control is a real system to control the engine and gearbox in an integrated unit.  

The system can monitor and gather powertrain state parameters rapidly and accurately. According to the 

designed control strategies, the system can control the fuel delivery of the engine, shift signals of the 

gearbox, locking signal of the torque converter and other related procedure. By adopting the CAN 

communication protocol, the system can communicate with the vehicle to meet the driver’s intentions. 

The system also has online calibration ability to optimize the vehicle performance. 

The Autobox is the core part of the powertrain virtual calibration platform, where the real-time 

dynamic model of powertrain runs. The Autobox, developed by the German company dSPACE,  

is used for rapid prototyping and hardware testing in a loop simulation based on MATLAB/Simulink  

software [15]. The main functions of the Autobox can be subdivided into four steps: firstly, the drive 

signals which are sent from the powertrain control unit to the actuator model is gathered by using the 

I/O board. Secondly, the controlled object model built in the upper computer is compiled. Thirdly,  

the model is downloaded and run on the processor board. Finally, the related parameters to be  

changed into recognizable output signals and passed on to the powertrain control unit. This forms a 

complete hardware-in-the-loop simulation. 
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2.2. Real-Time Dynamic Model of Powertrain 

The real-time dynamic model of powertrain contains a diesel model, torque converter model, gearbox 

model, integrated control unit model and vehicle dynamic model. The external parameters which are 

imported into the driver model are the accelerator pedal position, braking pedal position and vehicle road 

driving conditions. The structure of the powertrain real-time dynamic model is shown in Figure 3 [16]. 

 

Figure 3. Real-time model structure.  

2.2.1. Diesel Model 

The diesel model contains a compressor model, intercooler model, intake manifold model, exhaust 

pipe model, turbine model, supercharger rotor dynamic model, fuel supply system model, combustion 

model and crankshaft dynamic model [17]. 

2.2.2. Torque Converter Model 

The torque converter consists of an impeller, turbine and reactor fastened to the crust. The impeller is 

connected with the torque converter input shaft, and the turbine is connected with the torque converter 

output shaft [18]. The torque of impeller shaft and the torque of turbine can be calculated as follows: 
2 5λ γb b bM n D  (1)

2 5λ γw w bM n D  (2)

In the formulas, bM  is the torque of the impeller shaft, wM  is the torque of the turbine, γ is the 

density of the liquid in the torque converter, D  is the effective diameter of the impeller, bn  is the 

speed of the impeller, λb  is the torque ratio of the impeller, and λw  is the torque of the turbine. 

2.2.3. Gearbox Model 

The gearbox, which is hydraulic-mechanical, contains the input shaft, countershaft, output shaft and 

four clutches identified as CL, CH, C1 and C2. The relation between gears and clutches is shown in 

Table 1 [19]. 
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Table 1. Relationship between gears and clutches.  

Gear Number 1 2 3 4 

CL √  √  
CH  √  √
C1 √ √   
C2   √ √

2.2.4. Driver Model 

The driver model is established for simulating the real driving cycle of a heavy-duty vehicle. In the 

model, the real velocity of the current step is used as the input signal and contrasted with the target 

velocity of the particular driving cycle [20]. By inputting into the PID (Proportion Integration 

Differentiation) control the difference between the vehicle’s real and target velocity, the accelerator pedal 

signal and the braking pedal signal are calculated and then converted into voltage signals by way of D/A 

conversion channel of dSPACE. The signals are delivered to the powertrain integrated control unit to follow 

the target velocity [21]. 

By gathering and analyzing the driving parameters of heavy-duty vehicles, the driving cycle is 

established in statistical theory. This paper applies the method of establishing the driving cycle of 

heavy-duty vehicles developed by Lu et al. [22]. The form of the driving cycle is a velocity-time curve. 

What’s more, the building process of the driving cycle, shown in Figure 4, contains five steps: Step 1: 

the kinematic sample is obtained, which is defined as a complete one circle driving test. Step 2: the 

characteristic value of each sample is calculated. Step 3: the correlation analysis is conducted to select 

the representative sample. Step 4: the distribution characteristic value of the sample is calculated for 

further helping the selection in Step 3. Step 5: the slope information of the driving cycle is added for 

off-road heavy-duty vehicles. By doing the steps mentioned above, two typical driving cycles are 

obtained, which can simulate the majority of heavy-duty vehicle driving conditions. Meanwhile,  

the road surface roughness, the driving cycles and the road grade-distance are also considered. Besides, 

the road gradient resistance of the vehicle dynamic model reflects the influence on the vehicle.  

As for results, a smooth driving cycle is shown in Figures 5 and 6. The complex driving cycle is shown in 

Figures 7 and 8. 

 

Figure 4. The building process of driving cycle.  
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Figure 5. Smooth driving cycle (velocity-time).  

 

Figure 6. Smooth driving cycle (road grade-distance).  

 

Figure 7. Complex driving cycle (velocity-time).  

 

Figure 8. Complex driving cycle (road grade-distance).  
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2.2.5. Vehicle Dynamic Model 

The external resistances during heavy-duty vehicle driving are rolling resistance, gradient resistance 

and air resistance. They are calculated as follows: 

cosαlR fG  (3)

sin αpR G  (4)

2
kR CAv  (5)

In the formulas, Rl denotes the rolling resistance, while f stands for the rolling resistance coefficient, 

G for the gravity of the vehicle, and α for the road slope angle; Rp for the gradient resistance, Rk for the 

air resistance, C for the air drag coefficient, A for the vehicle’s positive projection area, and v for  

the velocity. 

While the heavy-duty vehicle is accelerating, the inertia force of the mass is called acceleration 

resistance. The acceleration resistance is obtained as follows: 

δj

dv
R m

dt
  (6)

In the formula, Rj represents the acceleration resistance, δ is the mass addition coefficient, m is the 

mass of the vehicle. Considering the powertrain efficiency, the driving force is as follows: 

η ηe d c
q

T i
F

r


 
(7)

In this formula, Fq is the driving force, Te is the engine output shaft torque, i is the ratio of the engine 

output shaft to the wheel, ηd  is the coefficient of the power plant, ηc  is the coefficient of the 

transmission, and r is the wheel radius. By Newton’s second law, the vehicle driving force is equated 

with the resistances, namely: 

jkplq RRRRF   (8)

3. Results 

3.1. Certifying the Virtual Calibration Platform 

After establishing the virtual calibration platform, the real time performance, the precision and the 

manageability of the platform should be certified. Then the virtual calibration can replace the bench test 

and the road test to a certain degree. 

Therefore, the results of the virtual calibration in the smooth driving cycle are compared with the real 

experimental data of some heavy-duty vehicles in an experimental field which corresponds with a 

smooth driving cycle. The real experimental data is shown in Figure 9. From the figure, the real driving 

manners of the real vehicle can be obtained. Then the manners are input into the driver model of the 

virtual calibration platform. The results of the virtual calibration are shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 is the 

comparison between the simulation velocity and the real velocity. 

To compare the data distinctly, this paper selects the previous 50 s of the entire cycle as shown in 

Figures 9 and 10. From the figures, the trend of the corresponding curves is identical. The times (the shift 
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time, the locking time, the acceleration time, etc.) coincide. The corresponding deviations of the times 

are less than 5%, so the virtual calibration platform has a good real time performance. From Figure 11,  

it can be seen that the relative error between the simulation velocity and the real velocity is less than 

5% in the whole acceleration process, so the virtual calibration platform has good precision. Therefore, 

the virtual calibration can simulate the real driving conditions. 

 

Figure 9. Real vehicle experimental data.  

 

Figure 10. Simulation data of the virtual calibration system.  

 

Figure 11. Error between the simulation velocity and the real velocity. 
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3.2. Economic Shift Schedule 

The economic shift schedule is a function of the acceleration and the velocity. The economic shift 

schedule is made up of four steps: (1) the fuel consumption-speed curve at each gear is obtained while 

the vehicle is running at a certain acceleration velocity. (2) The intersection points of adjacent  

fuel consumption curves are set as the shift points (1-2, 2-3, 3-4) at this acceleration velocity.  

(3) Acceleration and speed at each shift point are obtained. (4) The discrete points at different acceleration 

velocities are used to draw the acceleration-speed curve and that is one economic shift schedule. 

By changing the speed regulation and repeating the above operations, the economic shift schedules of 

different speed regulations are obtained, as shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Economic shift schedules with different speed regulation.  

3.3. Virtual Calibration of Economic Shift Schedule Based on Driving Cycles 

By applying the smooth driving cycle as shown in Figures 5 and 6 and setting the economic shift 

schedule of different speed regulations to the integrated control unit of the powertrain, the virtual 

calibration platform does real-time simulations. The fuel consumptions are obtained from the vehicle’s 

fuel consumption model in the entire cycle. The fuel consumption percentage in the smooth driving 

cycle is shown in Figure 13. The fuel consumption percentage is defined as 100% when the vehicle 

applies the original speed regulation and shift schedule. By applying the complex driving cycle as shown 

in Figures 7 and 8, and repeating the above operations, the fuel consumption percentage in the complex 

driving cycle is obtained, as shown in Figure 14.  

In Figure 13, the abscissa is the speed regulation and the ordinate is the fuel consumption percentage. 

When the speed regulation is 6%, the fuel consumption percentage is 100% which is the maximum.  

As the speed regulation gets bigger, the consumption percentage gets smaller. When the speed 

regulation is 12%, the fuel consumption percentage is the minimum and reduced by 13%, so in the 

smooth driving cycle, when the powertrain applies a larger speed regulation and the corresponding shift 

schedule, the vehicle has better economic performance. 

In Figure 14, when the speed regulation is 5%, the fuel consumption percentage is the minimum and 

reduced by 5%. As the speed regulation gets bigger, the consumption percentage gets larger. When the 

speed regulation is 12%, the fuel consumption percentage is 99.36% and reduced by 0.64%, which is the 
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maximum, so in the complex driving cycle, when the powertrain applies a smaller speed regulation and 

the corresponding shift schedule, the vehicle has better economic performance. 

 

Figure 13. Fuel consumption percentage in the smooth driving cycle.  

 

Figure 14. Fuel consumption percentage in the complex driving cycle.  

3.4. Real Vehicle Confirmatory Experiment 

In order to certify the results from the virtual calibration platform, the paper describes real road tests 

which correspond the smooth and complex driving cycle as shown in Figures 4–6. The experimental 

vehicle is same as the one applied in the virtual calibration platform. The experimental fields are 

prototypes of the smooth and complex driving cycles. 

The heavy-duty vehicle applies the original speed regulation and shift schedule and performs the 

smooth and complex road tests. In the field which corresponds the smooth driving cycle, the fuel 

consumption percentage of the real vehicle confirmatory experiment in the smooth road is obtained as 

shown in Figure 15, by setting the speed regulation at 12% and the corresponding shift schedule to the 

integrated control unit of powertrain. In the field which corresponds the complex driving cycle, the fuel 

consumption percentage of real vehicle confirmatory experiment in the complex road is obtained as 

shown in Figure 16, by setting the speed regulation as 5% and the corresponding shift schedule to the 

integrated control unit of powertrain. 
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Figure 15. Fuel consumption percentage of real vehicle confirmatory experiment in the 

smooth driving cycle.  

 

Figure 16. Fuel consumption percentage of real vehicle confirmatory experiment in the 

complex driving cycle.  

In Figure 15, when the heavy-duty vehicle applies the regulation on a level of 12% and abides by 

corresponding shift schedule, the fuel consumption can be reduced be 11.2%. In Figure 16, when the 

heavy-duty vehicle applies the regulation 5% and abides by the corresponding shift schedule, the fuel 

consumption is reduced by 5.7%. The results correspond to one of the virtual calibration platforms,  

thus it proves that the proposed virtual calibration platform is feasible. 

4. Conclusions 

1. Fuel economy improvement for a heavy-duty powertrain was performed on a dSPACE 

hardware-in-loop simulation and calibration test bench, which is valuable for a more efficient 

and easier shift schedule calibration for an off-road heavy-duty powertrain. 

2. For diesel powertrains, especially when an all-speed governor is employed, optimization of the 

speed governing rate and shift schedule should be conducted. For the first time, by using the s 

virtual calibration platform, the corresponding work was successfully performed. 

3. A real road test which corresponds to the smooth and complex driving cycles was performed in 

order to verify the results of the virtual calibration platform. As the results show, it is reasonable 

and effective to carry out virtual calibration of economic shift schedules for heavy-duty vehicles. 
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This is proved conclusively to be instructive for calibrating a real heavy-duty vehicle’s 

economic performance. 

4. By virtual calibration, it is shown that in the smooth driving cycle, when the powertrain applies a 

larger speed regulation such as 12% and the corresponding shift schedule is used, the fuel 

consumption is smaller and reduced by 13%. In the complex driving cycle, when the powertrain 

applies a smaller speed regulation such as 5% and the corresponding shift schedule, the fuel 

consumption is smaller and reduced by 5%. By matching the best regulation of economic shift 

schedule under different road conditions, the fuel economy of vehicles can be improved. 
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